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Background
 To assess the welfare of social animals like pigs, it is not only relevant what an individual feels but also the extent to
which its conspecifics are affected by its distress or pleasure.
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 Integration of numerous behavioral and physiological parameters (e.g. autonomic activity) help to interpret the animals’
affective state.
 Changes in autonomic activity are strongly influenced by physical activity of the subject. This relationship has to be taken
into account when comparing autonomic activity in experimental setups.
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Modified after McCraty et al., 1996

Aim

The goal of this methodological approach was to integrate behavioral and physiological data of pigs using an individually
adjusted import profile to investigate the time-synchronized, context-related emotional response with regard to physical
activity in an emotional contagion paradigm.
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Cardiac activity
 BioharnessTM Data logger (Biopac)
records Electrocardiogram (ECG)
 Analysis via ©Kubios: Mean heart rate
(HR) and -variability (HRV: RMSSD,
SDNN)
Analysis in 1-minute intervals

Analysis of continuous data

Process to integrate behavioral and physiological data into Observer XT 15 via import profile
1. Behavioral analysis:

2. Import of cardiac data:

 Behavior of the pigs was
analysed using The Observer

 The Kubios Export files of cardiac data were merged and start-stop times were transformed and added.
 HR and HRV were imported as observational data into the respective observation using an adjusted import
profile.
 A new start-stop Behavior Group with values as numerical modifiers will appear within the coding scheme.

3. Connecting behavior and physiology in the final analysis: Select specific behaviors or intervals

For example:
 Use only intervals of
active behavior
 Use only intervals of
the desired
behavior lasting for
at least 60 secs

Data profile

Conclusions
This methodological approach enabled the time-synchronized, context-related
integration of externally recorded physiological data into The Observer XT.
The combination with behavioral measures will facilitate the characterization of subtle
changes in emotional responses of pigs with regard to physical activity.
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